Ship Specifications & Program 2019

Presenting...

M/S Monet

”The Monet is a graceful,
refurbished yacht and an
ideal vessel for plying the
waters of the Adriatic.”
				

-DIV Cruises

M/S MONET

LUMIERE

LENGTH: 68 m
WIDTH: 10 m
PASSENGERS: 60
BUILT: 2019

PARISIAN

CAMILLE

Restaurant
The restaurant is filled with elegance and the whimsy of fun and bright colors. Sumptuous dining options are provided to entice the
palate and compliment the ports of call. Enjoy conversing with fellow guests about adventures had and ahead or spend quality time
with your travel partners and discuss the amazing wine. The panoramic views will stun you.
Lounge
The décor is tastefully stated to not over power the elegance of our guests. It is adorned with golds and neutrals. You will shine here.
Providing aptly oversized seating to enjoy libations and gathering together with travel companions and new friends. Come here to
relax and chat about a perfect end to a day that was filled with incredible sights, sea air and culinary delights.

She has ample seating space for moments of relaxation, a mini-library with a variety of books and magazines and modern A/V equipment for presentations. Keep in shape during your cruise at the gym, featuring a variety of fitness equipment. The glass-enclosed
dining room seats up to 60 passengers and allows for panoramic views of the stunning scenery you will cruise along. The bar and
lounge with an open deck in the back offer an ideal spot for reading, relaxing, or dancing under the stars to the sounds of mesmerizing music.
At 223 ft/68 m long, the Monet can accommodate up to 60 guests in 30 double bedded or twin cabins, located on the Camille,
Parisian, and Lumiere Decks. Cabins on the Camille and Parisian Decks feature two oversized portholes, while cabins on the Lumiere
Deck have large windows. All cabins offer central A/C and ventilation, a mini-bar, flat screen satellite TV, phone system, and hairdryer.
The Monet is also equipped with a Wi-Fi internet connection (free of charge). The latest state of the art safety equipment is installed
on board and maintained by all 29 trained crew members. The ratio of guest passenger to crew members allows for an exquisite
service experience.

Deluxe Double Cabin
This beautifully appointed accommodation will allow the traveler the opportunity to slumber and wake rejuvenated. Enjoy resting
on a double bed, a comfortable desk/vanity, a flat screen satellite TV and a private well-appointed bathroom. The décor is warm and
inviting with nostalgic art inspired by M/S Monet’s history in mind. These were specially chosen to provide the utmost relaxing environment. Sleep and relaxation are invited into this space after soaking up the beauty, culture and Adriatic air.
Deluxe Twin Cabin
This delightfully appointed cabin allows travelers to sleep and have quiet time that salt air and sea travel induces. Rest peacefully
on twin ample mattresses, a comfortable desk/vanity, a flat screen satellite TV and a private well-appointed bathroom. The décor is
bright and cheery with pleasant tones. You will dream well here and be rested for yet more adventures and epicurean travels.
Open Deck
The deck is designed with pure enjoyment and service in mind. It is a bright and warm environment. You will find the classic detail of
teak furniture to be the ideal seating area for reading, relaxing, dining or enjoying fine wine. The bar and lounge of the Open Deck
permit the coast to be in sight as you dance and enjoy the company of fellow travelers. The seas reflect and shimmer as you partake
in a true experience of traveling on a classic yacht.
Sun Deck
Relax on the Sun Deck and soak up the sun of the Adriatic Sea with outstanding and uncompromised views. The nautical experience
of the open air accomplishes relaxation, tranquility and the true ambience of the coast.

REGULAR PROGRAM

M/S MONET
8 DAYS
FROM DUBROVNIK TO VENICE

*The map is for illustrative purposes only

DAY 1: DUBROVNIK-KOTOR (WD)
Check-in starts from 14:00 hours.
In case your flight arrives earlier, let us take care of your luggage so you can
enjoy the sights and sounds of Dubrovnik’s old town unencumbered until the
check-in time. The welcome dinner aboard M/S Monet starts at 19:00 and we depart
the port of Dubrovnik at 21:00 for Kotor. Arrival to Kotor in the night.

DAY 2: KOTOR- DURRËS (B, L, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Kotor. At 10:00 we depart on a
full day excursion where we will explore the UNESCO protected towns Kotor and Perast and visit the
unique church of Our Lady of Škrpjela on a tiny artificial island built over many centuries by the inhabitants of Perast.
We will return to our ship by 18:00 when we set sail for Durrës to enjoy sailing through the beautiful bay of Kotor in the
early hours of the evening as dinner on board is served at 19:00. Arrival to Durrës in the night.

DAY 3: DURRËS- BUDVA (B, L, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Durrës. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion,
exploring Durrës and visiting the UNESCO protected town of Berat, famous for its unique style of architecture, born out of the
confluence of Ottoman, Byzantine and even older cultures that are in this quaint town’s rich history. After Berat, we proceed to the
capital of Albania, Tirana, where we will have lunch. We return to Durrës around 18:00 and get ready for our dinner on board
at 19:00 hours. At 20:00 we set sail for Budva. Arrival to Budva in the night.

DAY 4: BUDVA- DUBROVNIK (B, L, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard the ship in Budva harbour. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion, taking in the breathtakingly
beautiful views around Lovćen mountain as we visit the old royal capital of Montenegro, the UNESCO Cetinje and afterwards the town Njeguši and
have lunch amongst the mountains that gave Montenegro its name. We return to Budva later in the day and get ready for dinner on board at 19:00.
At 20:00 we set sail for Dubrovnik. Arrival to Dubrovnik in the night.

DAY 5: DUBROVNIK- KORČULA- SPLIT (B, L, T, CD)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Dubrovnik. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion, starting with a guided tour
of Dubrovnik’s old town and its famous walls and proceeding north from Dubrovnik, exploring the beautiful Pelješac peninsula with a lunch and
wine tasting along the way. From 18:00 you can enjoy some free time in Korčula until the Captain’s dinner on board at 20:00 hours. After dinner at
22:00 we will set sail further south towards Split. Arrival to Split in the night.

DAY 6: SPLIT -ZADAR -PULA (B, L, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Split harbour. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion, where we will visit the
beautiful Krka national park with its wonderful waterfalls and lush nature. Afterwards, we proceed to Pakovo selo for a traditional Dalmatian lunch
in a rustic setting. We proceed to Zadar with a short stop in Šibenik, with its beautiful narrow streets and its unique renaissance cathedral, along
the way. Arrival to Zadar around 18:00 and an organized walking tour of the old town with its Roman forum and rich history. After dinner at 22:00
we will set sail for Pula. Arrival to Pula in the night.

DAY 7: PULA – ROVINJ – VENICE (B, L, T, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Pula harbour. At 10:00 we depart for a full day excursion, starting with a visit to Pula’s
famous Roman amphitheatre where we will visit Lipica in Slovenia, home of the Lipizzan stud farm, and from there proceed to Postojna, famous for
its extensive cave system and the renaissance Predjama castle build upon the cave mouth. After lunch in Postojna, we start back towards Rovinj
where our ship awaits us. On the way, we will stop for a truffle tasting in the quaint medieval hilltop town of Motovun. Arrival to Rovinj around 18:00
with free time till dinner which will be served at 20:00 on board. At 21:00 we depart for Venice. Arrival to Venice in the night.

DAY 8: VENICE (B)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 09:00 aboard M/S Monet in Venice after which it is time to disembark. Transfer to the airport.

*Route reverses each week
B- Breakfast L-Lunch D-Dinner T-Tasting WC- Welcome dinner CD- Captains dinner

REGULAR PROGRAM

M/S MONET
8 DAYS
FROM VENICE TO DUBROVNIK

*The map is for illustrative purposes only

DAY 1: VENICE-ROVINJ (WD)
Check-in starts from 16:00 hours.
In case your flight arrives earlier, let us take care of your luggage so you can enjoy
the fabulous “City of Canals” unencumbered until the check-in time.
The welcome dinner aboard M/S Monet starts at 19:00 and we depart the port of Venice at
21:00 for Rovinj. Arrival to Rovinj in the night.

DAY 2: ROVINJ- PULA (B, L,T, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Rovinj harbour. At 10:00 we depart for a full
day excursion, where we will visit Lipica in Slovenia, home of the Lipizzan stud farm, and from there proceed to Postojna,
famous for its extensive cave system and the renaissance Predjama castle build upon the cave mouth.
After lunch in Postojna, we start back towards Pula where our ship awaits us. On the way, we will stop for a truffle tasting
in the quaint medieval hilltop town of Motovun. Arrival to Pula around 18:00 followed by a guided tour of Pula’s
famous Roman amphitheatre and free time till dinner which will be served at 20:00 on board. At 21:00 we continue
sailing towards Zadar. Arrival to Zadar in the night.

DAY 3: PULA- ZADAR- SPLIT- KORČULA (B, L, CD)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Zadar harbour. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion,
where we will visit the beautiful Krka national park with its wonderful waterfalls and lush nature. Afterwards, we proceed to Pakovo selo for a
traditional Dalmatian lunch in a rustic setting. We proceed to Spit with a short stop in Šibenik, with its narrow streets and its unique renaissance
cathedral, along the way. Arrival to Split around 18:00 and an organized walking tour of the UNESCO protected Diocletian’s palace. The captain’s
dinner will be served on board at 20:00 and at 22:00 we set sail for the island of Korčula. Arrival to Korčula in the night.

DAY 4: KORČULA- BUDVA (B, L, T, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Korčula harbour. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion, exploring the beautiful
Pelješac peninsula with a lunch and wine tasting along the way. After lunch, we will proceed to Dubrovnik where a guided tour of the old town and
its famous walls awaits us. From 18:00 you can enjoy some free time in Dubrovnik until dinner on board at 20:00 hours. After dinner at 22:00 we
will set sail further south towards Budva. Arrival to Budva in the night.

DAY 5: BUDVA- DURRËS (B, L, T, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard the ship in Budva harbour. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion, taking in the breathtakingly
beautiful views around Lovćen mountain as we visit the old capital of Montenegro, the UNESCO Cetinje and afterwards the town Njeguši and have
lunch amongst the mountains that gave Montenegro its name. We return to Budva later in the day and get ready for dinner on board at 19:00. At
20:00 we set sail for Durrës in Albania. Arrival to Durrës in the night.

DAY 6: DURRËS-KOTOR (B, L, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Durrës. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion, exploring Durrës and visiting
the UNESCO protected town of Berat, famous for its unique style of architecture, born out of the confluence of Ottoman, Byzantine and even older
cultures that are in this quaint town’s rich history. After Berat, we proceed to the capital of Albania, Tirana, where we will have lunch. We return to
Durrës around 18:00 and get ready for our dinner on board at 19:00 hours. At 20:00 we set sail for Kotor. Arrival to Kotor in the night.

DAY 7: KOTOR- DUBROVNIK (B, L, T, D)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 10:00 aboard M/S Monet in Kotor. At 10:00 we depart on a full day excursion where we will explore the UNESCO
protected towns Kotor and Perast and visit the unique church of Our Lady of Škrpjela on a tiny artificial island built over many centuries by the
inhabitants of Perast. We will return to our ship by 18:00 when we set sail for Dubrovnik to enjoy sailing through the beautiful bay of Kotor in the
early hours of the evening as dinner on board is served at 19:00. Arrival to Dubrovnik in the night.

DAY 8: DUBROVNIK (B)
Breakfast is served from 07:00 to 09:00 aboard M/S Monet in Dubrovnik after which it is time to disembark. Transfer to the airport.

*Route reverses each week
B- Breakfast L-Lunch D-Dinner T-Tasting WC- Welcome dinner CD- Captains dinner

M/S MONET

SEASON 1

SEASON 2

SEASON 3

SEASON 4

07.03, 21.03,
04.04., 14.11.

18.04., 02.05.,
17.10., 31.10.

27.06., 11.07.,
25.07.,
08.08.,03.10.

16.05., 30.05
13.06., 22.08.,
05.09.,19.09.

LUMIERE

1 990€

2 190€

2 490€

2 790€

PARISIAN

1 790€

1 990€

2 350€

2 650€

CAMILLE

1 650€

1 750€

2 090€

2 390€

VIP LUMIERE

2 699€

2 899€

3 099€

3 590€

SEASON 1

SEASON 2

SEASON 3

SEASON 4

14.03., 28.03.,
11.04., 07.11.,
21.11.

25.04., 09.05.,
24.10.

04.07., 18.07.,
01.08., 15.08.,
26.09., 10.10.

23.05., 06.06.,
20.06., 29.08.,
12.09.

LUMIERE

1 990€

2 190€

2 490€

2 790€

PARISIAN

1 790€

1 990€

2 350€

2 650€

CAMILLE

1 650€

1 750€

2 090€

2 390€

VIP LUMIERE

2 699€

2 899€

3 099€

3 590€

2019
VNE-DUB

2019
DUB-VNE

PRICE INCLUDES:
• Accommodation in double/twin cabin with en-suite bathroom
• 8-day cruise from Venice – Budva – Durrës – Kotor – Dubrovnik
or Dubrovnik – Kotor – Durrës – Budva – Venice
• Light ALL INCLUSIVE (breakfast, 3 course lunch and dinner + 1 drink per person
during lunch and dinner - glass of red or white wine/glass of beer/ soft drink glass)
• Fresh fruit, coffee and snacks (cookies, cakes...) available daily
• Unlimited water
• Welcome dinner on day 1 (cold dinner and welcome champagne)
• Captain´s dinner with entertainment onboard
• Professional cruise manager (English speaking)
• Guided excursions daily
• Luggage handling
• Daily cabin service (once a week linen change)
• Free Wi-Fi onboard
• Whisper technology for all shore excursions

SUPPLEMENTS
(mandatory)
• Port taxes (95 EUR per person) to be paid onboard in cash

CHILD CONDITIONS & SGL SUPPLEMENT:
• Child 3-7,99 on basic bed with 1 adult: -20%
• Single use supplement +60% (on REQUEST only)

NOT INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrival and Departure airport transfer (group)
International and domestic flight
Drinks from the ship´s bar
Pre/post cruise accommodation
Travel insurance
Beach towel rent: 5 EUR per towel
Gratuities (suggested 40 EUR)

*DIV Cruises reserves the right to change the vessel provider in case the contracted services are not provided according to the previously agreed terms and conditions with the supplier.
*All itineraries and cruise vessels are subject to change without notice. In case of bad weather conditions or any
other unforeseen circumstances, the captain reserves the right to change the itinerary for the comfort and safety of
the passengers.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
PAYMENT POLICY

COMPLAINTS

A deposit of 200€ per person per tour is required at the time of booking. Deposit payments are not refundable.
Full payments are partially refundable depending on the date of cancellation stated below.
The deposit forms part of your ﬁnal payment which is due 30 days prior to departure. If we do not receive ﬁnal
payment by the speciﬁed date, we reserve the right to cancel the reservation. In case of billing errors, we reserve the
right to re-invoice with correct pricing.

RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellations must be advised to DIV Cruises d.o.o. in writing.
Cancellation policy: From the day of confirmation up till 30 days prior to arrival – DEPOSIT (200 € per person) - nonrefundable
29-22 days – 30% of the remaining balance
21-15 days – 50% of the remaining balance
14-0 days – 100% fee
Date change fee – 20 € per person (valid only if the change is done 30 or more days prior to the booked departure,
otherwise regular cancellation clause will be applied)
*upon RQ/subject to availability
The stated expenses apply to changes in departure dates or accommodation facilities as well as for all other
significant changes. DIV Cruises d.o.o. charges actual substitution expenses if the traveler – contractee terminates
the travel contract, and finds another client for the same reservation that satisfies all conditions for consuming the
stated travel arrangement. If the traveller has not paid the remaining amount or insured the undisputable payment
of the travel arrangement 21 days before the travel departure, DIV Cruises d.o.o. shall consider that the traveler
has terminated the reservation, without possibility of reimbursement of the settled advance payment for the travel
arrangement.
BOOKING MODIFICATIONS AND CANCELLATIONS
DIV Cruises d.o.o. reserves the right to cancel the departure in case of less than 10 participants.
In case of cancellations by DIV Cruises d.o.o. a suitable replacement ship (the same or higher category) will be put in
place at no extra cost or we will re-book the passengers on the same tour with a different departure date or a similar
tour. If that tour is unacceptable, DIV Cruises d.o.o. will refund the money paid to DIV Cruises d.o.o.; there is no
additional liability.
INSURANCE
DIV Cruises d.o.o. strongly recommends taking out a travel insurance policy to cover cancellation charges, accidents
and baggage loss. DIV Cruises d.o.o. accepts no responsibility for damage or loss of baggage or other personal
property.

The traveler has the right to submit a complaint due to unfulfilled agreed upon service. The traveller is obligated
to issue a written complaint to DIV Cruises d.o.o. within 8 days after the finalization of the trip. Complaints issued
after the deadline of 8 days will not be taken into consideration. We emphasize that it is in the best interest of the
traveller to perform in good will and to show good will in solving the complaint during the trip and to submit the
written complaint to the service provider on the spot (front desk, transport operator, caterer or travel agency in
the destination) and to seek a written confirmation from the service provider that they received the complaint.
Every traveller – contract carrier, issues a complaint individually. DIV Cruises d.o.o. will not take group complaints
into consideration. DIV Cruises d.o.o. is obligated to issue a written solution for the complaint within 15 days after
receiving the complaint and this is to be done in the way the complaint was received (e-mail, mail or personal
delivery where it will be responded to through a written package with a return receipt). DIV Cruises d.o.o. will solve
only those complaints where the traveller submits evidence that the complaint has been submitted to the service
provider on the spot and that the cause could not be removed on the spot. If through fault of DIV Cruises d.o.o. the
program or a part of the service is unfulfilled, the traveller has a right to compensation to the height of the real value
of the unused service but this cannot include services already used or the full cost of the arrangement.
REFUNDS FOR UNUSED SERVICES
No refunds will be made for unused services once travel arrangements have started.
ADDITIONAL NOTES FOR ALL CRUISES AND TOURS
DIV Cruises d.o.o. reserves the right to change the vessel provider in case the contracted services are not provided
according to the previously agreed terms and conditions with the supplier.
All itineraries and cruise vessels are subject to change without notice. In case of a bad weather conditions or any
other unforeseen circumstances, the captain reserves the right to change the itinerary for the comfort and safety of
the passengers.
All passengers have to follow ship rules (found in written form on the ship). In case of inappropriate behaviour DIV
Cruises d.o.o. and/ or captain reserves the right to expel the passenger whose behaviour is incompatible with the
interest of the tour.
DIV Cruises d.o.o. is not responsible for any accidents that may occur onboard. We strongly recommend all
passengers to take special caution whilst being onboard and/or walking between ships.
Due specific mooring conditions and requirements in some Croatian ports, DIV Cruises d.o.o. ships are moored side
by side, making it necessary for the clients to cross from one ship to another with gaps in between ships in order to
get to the shore. In such cases clients need to take special care when crossing and do this at their own risk. Crew
assistance will be given to those needing and requesting it.

DIV Cruises, Destination Managment Company
www.divcruises.com

